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    A preview of your order cannot be seen on mobile

    
        	Quantity		
	Document	
                    
                    Add file
                
		Submission conditions	
	Size	
    A3 (297x420)
	
	 	
    A2 (420x594)
	
	 	
    A1 (594x841)
	
	 	
    A0 (841x1189)
	
	 	
    B1 (707x1000)
	
	 	
    B0 (1000x1414)
	
	 	
    Abri (1185x1750)
	
	 	
    Custom size
	
	 	 x  mm
	
	 	
    For IKEA photo frame
	
	 	- select -
23x23cm (230x230mm)
21x30cm (210x300mm)
30x40cm (300x400mm)
40x50cm (400x500mm)
50x50cm (500x500mm)
50x70cm (500x700mm)
61x91cm (610x910mm)

	
	 	
            
            With passe-partout
	
	 	
    Other photo frame sizes
	
	 	- select -
30x40cm (300x400mm)
40x50cm (400x500mm)
50x70cm (500x700mm)

	
	Paper type	
    Sturdy satin (white 200) 
                
                RecommendedIn many cases the best choice and the most commonly chosen paper type


	
	 	
            
            Matte print
	
	 	
    Premium matt (white 230)
	
	 	
    Premium satin (white 250)
	
	 	
    Very firm (white 250 gr)
	
	 	
    Card (slightly glossy, white 350)
	
	 	
    Polyester
	
	Print	
    Color
	
	Accessory	
    None
	
	 	
    Photo frame
	
	 	- select color -
black
white
oak

	
	 	
    Posterstrip plastic
	
	 	
    Poster hanger wood
	
	 	
    Velcro fastener circles
	
	 	
    Double-sided tape (4 strips)
	
	Document
check	
    Default
	
	 	
    Extended
	

	Delivery method	
    Pick up
	
	 	
    Post
	
	 	
                
                Urgent order
            

            
                
                Budget (4 days)
            
	
	1000	


                

        
                    Quantity

                    Number of copies of your document

                    
                

                    A3 size

                    Final size (after finishing) is A3
[image: ]

                    
                

                    A2 size

                    Final size (after finishing) is A2
[image: ]

                    
                

                    A1 size

                    Final size (after finishing) is A1
[image: ]

                    
                

                    A0 size

                    Final size (after finishing) is A0
[image: ]

                    
                

                    Size differs

                    You can specify a different size here (width x height in mm). You enter the final size that must remain after trimming (without bleed) or finishing (folding, binding, etc.) or finishing (folding, binding, etc.)

                    
                

                    IKEA poster for photo frame

                    These sizes are in line with the interchangeable frames from IKEA (RIBBA series). The frame is not supplied by default. However, you can order these with your prints, choose the option incl. IKEA frame under Finishing. The sizes mentioned are the size of the frames.

If a custom size is submitted, the print may have a white border on the sides, if this white border is not visible in the preview, this will be covered by the IKEA frame.

                    
                

                    Photo frame sizes

                    Next to the A sizes, these sizes are very common, for some of these sizes we offer matching photo frames.

                    
                

                    200 gram satin paper

                    Very nice white and sturdy paper, a bit smooth and therefore slightly shiny (but not glossy). Suitable for all professional applications, photos also look great. For high-end photo quality or detailed prints, we recommend paper type 'Premium satin (white 250)' or 'Premium matt (white 230)'. Print is sharp up to half a meter, colors are very strong. Can be hung for several months without bunching, the paper is sturdy and therefore wrinkles less quickly.

Suitable for:
Posters, Affiches, Point of Sale

Environment: FSC certified C0008945, suitable for recycling
Properties: Canon mc silk paper 200 grams, slightly glossy, not resistant to water and/or outdoor use, ISO 9706 (resistant to aging), whiteness class 138cie,190um thick, 98% opacity

                    
                

                    Printing mode matt

                    With this option the print is printed matte on the paper. This only affects the print itself, the paper type also affects the final result. In places without printing, a slight sheen of the paper will remain visible.

                    
                

                    230 gram Premium matte paper

                    Very beautiful white and sturdy paper, gives a 100% matte appearance and is very suitable for printing photos or museum displays. The print is still very sharp even up close. Can be hung for several months without bunching, the paper is sturdy and therefore wrinkles less quickly.

Suitable for:
Photos, Posters

Environment: FSC certified C0008945, suitable for recycling
Properties: Canon Premium photo paper, very matte, not resistant to water and/or outdoor use, ISO 9706 (aging resistant), whiteness class 158cie,300um thick, 98% opacity

                    
                

                    250 gram Premium satin paper

                    Very nice white and sturdy paper, slightly shiny (not glossy), suitable for all applications, especially photos are shown very well. The print is still very sharp even up close. Can be hung for several months without bunching, the paper is sturdy and therefore wrinkles less quickly. Specially selected for (family) photos.

Suitable for:
Photos, Posters

Environment: suitable for recycling, FSC C005732 certified
Properties: Satin photo paper 250 grams, slightly glossy, not resistant to water and/or outdoor use, whiteness class 105cie,245um thick, 96% opacity

                    
                

                    Very firm paper (white 250 grams)

                    Very thick and very white, guaranteed razor-sharp prints and bright colors. Because the paper is ironed, it has a slight shine (but is absolutely not glossy). Excellent writable paper.

Suitable for:
Flyers, Portfolio, Loose pages

Not possible with:
Thermal binding, Perfect binding

Environment: FSC Mix, woodfree ECF, EU Ecolabel, ISO 14001 (strengthening & controlling environmental conservation)
Properties: Pro Design 250 grams, coated paper, ISO 9706 (resistant to aging) and ISO 9001 certified, print is waterproof, whiteness class 168cie,250um thick, 98% opacity

                    
                [image: ]
            
                

                    Card paper

                    Super firm 350 grams paper, off-white. Both sides coated with a light gloss (is more mat than glossy). Is suitable to write on, but it takes a few seconds for it to dry well (so it smears a bit if you brush over it too quickly).

Suitable for:
Business cards, Cards, Portfolio, Loose pages

Environment: FSC Mix credit, EU Ecolabel, ECF certified
Properties: MultiCard 2S 350 grams, mc paper (machine coated), print is waterproof, whiteness class 133cie, 345um thick, 100% opacity

                    
                [image: ]
            
                

                    Polyester 195µm

                    Polyester is water resistant and color-retaining, suitable for outdoor use. Only one-sided printing is possible.

Environment: 100% recyclebaar (polypropyleen)
Properties: Polyprop with gray backing, 195µm thick, water-resistant, suitable for short outdoor use, 99% opacity

                    
                

                    Full color

                    The entire document will be printed in color.

                    
                

                    Photo frame black

                    MDF interchangeable frame with a frame edge of 12mm, a clear transparent plate forms the front and protects the image. MDF back wall of 3mm thick and equipped with a standard exchange system. The frames are securely packaged and protected.

                    
                [image: ]
            
                

                    Photo frame colors

                    Choose from 3 different colors: white, oak and black.

                    
                [image: ]
            
                

                    Posterstrip

                    With these strips you can easily hang your poster flat against the wall. Contains a bottom and top strip.

                    
                [image: ]
            
                

                    Poster hanger wood

                    The wooden slats are equipped with magnets, making it very easy to change / place them. A complete set for 1 poster therefore has 4 slats, of which 1 has a suspension cord. 

Note: The slats are 20mm high and therefore cover a small part of the design.

                    
                [image: ]
            
                

                    Velcro fastener circles

                    With the self-adhesive Velcro circles you can easily mount the poster on smooth surfaces without leaving permanent damage. The Velcro circles are white in color and self-adhesive. You will receive a set for the 4 corner points (4x soft circle, 4x coarse circle).

                    
                [image: ]
            
                

                    Double-sided tape (4 strips)

                    Double-sided tape is suitable for mounting on tiles, glass, wood and most plastics (the smoother, the better the adhesion) with a maximum load of 2kg. For optimal adhesion, it is important that the surface is free of grease and dust. You order them per 4 strips of 2x5cm.

                    
                [image: ]
            
                

                    Standard document check

                    The standard check sees whether your file has been correctly submitted for printing. This is an automated check that looks at the points below:

	Document scaling
	Bleed area (link to page bleed)
	Rotate pages correctly


                    
                

                    Extended document check

                    Met deze optie kiest u voor zekerheid en controleren wij handmatig het document. Deze optie raden wij aan bij grote bestellingen, presentatiemateriaal, ingewikkelde documenten of als je zelf twijfelt over de aanlevering. Wij controleren afhankelijk van het gekozen product verschillende punten:

	Passend geschaald
	Pagina's juist geroteerd
	Resolutie
	Kleurprofiel
	Marges (tekst op veilige afstand van rand, zie uitleg)
	Afwerking (indien van toepassing)
	Doorlopende pagina's (indien van toepassing)


                    
                

                    Pick-up in Amsterdam (at Print&Bind or pick-up point)

                    You can pick up the order from 16:00h (or 10:00h urgently) at Print&Bind in Amsterdam Sloterdijk, our location is easily accessible by car (A10) or public transport (metro stop Isolatorweg).

TIJDELIJK: Vanwege de enorme drukte is het tijdstip voor afhalen in de middag aangepast naar 18:00.

We keep your order for a maximum of 2 weeks.

Opening hours:

                                                    	Monday till Thursday	08:00 - 21:30
	Friday	08:00 - 18:00
	Saturday till Sunday	09:00 - 18:00


                                                    

                                                    In addition, pick up at one of the pickup points in Amsterdam is possible from 6 p.m.

Your order will be held for a maximum of one week at the location, so do not wait to long to pick up your package.

                    
                

                    Send by post

                    Order will be delivered by letterbox or parcel post (depending on the size). There are various possibilities like: 
- Pick up at PostNL location 16:00h
- Pick up at PostNL location 8:30h
- Evening delivery
- Morning delivery 10.00h
- Sunday delivery
- International
Read more about it on the page delivery methods

                    
                

                    Manufacturing costs urgent

                    With urgency your order will be processed the same day (if your order before 1 pm). With budget you will get a discount but the production will take longer (4 days).

Urgent order: +20%
Budget: -10%
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                Color and resolution may differ. We use the original document for the production.
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        Submission conditions

        	File format
                            
                                Submit as pdf, png, jpg or bmp format

Voor experts: Submit as PDF/X-1a:2001, color profile Fogra39L, CMYK, 300dpi, fonts embedded and 3mm bleed.

                            

                        
	Size
                            
                                Submit document as: 
You can submit in a different sizing, which will be automatically scaled to the chosen size. View the result using the preview. On this page you can read more information about how to set a (different) size in your design program

                            

                        
	Borderless
                            
                                The printer cannot print to the edge, 5mm of the side of the page remains unprinted (the print margin). You can prevent this with the option "borderless printing" select so that we produce your document in a different way. 
[image: ]

                            

                        
	Text margin
                            
                                Don't put texts / important figures to close to the edge, leave a small empty space of at least 5mm from the edge 5mm distance. Read at this page more information.
[image: ]

                            

                        
	Frames
                            
                                When designing a frame, a possible machine deviation is quickly disturbing, therefore we recommend that the edge of the frame be at least 4mm width. The maximum machine deviation is 1mm (so the left frame can 2mm deviate from the right frame). Read more information about frameworks at this page 
[image: ]

                            

                        
	Resolution
                            
                                 Minimum resolution of 300dpi Tip: read here how to check the resolution. Make sure that the resolution of your PDF document is as high as possible, read how to do this this page

                            

                        
	Fonts
                            
                                 Check the preview to see if the fonts are correctly converted. Tip: Here you will find an explanation of how to include the fonts in Microsoft Word for:
	Windows
	Mac


                            

                        


    





    
        
            No file selected

            You have not selected a file yet. Would you like to upload your documents now?

            No, continue
            Yes
        

    







     Afloop
     Text margin




    
        Order directly

        
        The order form will be filled in with the specifications that are predetermined by , there is also a file here (koning-sport_schema_wk2022_A2.pdf) attached. Do you want to use this file?        

        
            Ja (bestand wordt toegevoegd aan jouw documentlijst)
            Nee
        

        Dit bericht sluit in  seconden.

    





    
        
            
            

            
                
                    Add your document(s)

                    
                    	Submission method file(s)	Submission conditions
	Upload & select (max. 500mb)
Via email (max. 25mb)

                            WeTransfer (max. 2gb)
		File format 
                                        Submit as pdf, png, jpg or bmp format

Voor experts: Submit as PDF/X-1a:2001, color profile Fogra39L, CMYK, 300dpi, fonts embedded and 3mm bleed.


	Size 
                                        Submit document as: 
You can submit in a different sizing, which will be automatically scaled to the chosen size. View the result using the preview. On this page you can read more information about how to set a (different) size in your design program





                                    	Borderless 
                                        The printer cannot print to the edge, 5mm of the side of the page remains unprinted (the print margin). You can prevent this with the option "borderless printing" select so that we produce your document in a different way. 
[image: ]


	Text margin 
                                        Don't put texts / important figures to close to the edge, leave a small empty space of at least 5mm from the edge 5mm distance. Read at this page more information.
[image: ]


	Frames 
                                        When designing a frame, a possible machine deviation is quickly disturbing, therefore we recommend that the edge of the frame be at least 4mm width. The maximum machine deviation is 1mm (so the left frame can 2mm deviate from the right frame). Read more information about frameworks at this page 
[image: ]


	Resolution 
                                         Minimum resolution of 300dpi Tip: read here how to check the resolution. Make sure that the resolution of your PDF document is as high as possible, read how to do this this page


	Fonts 
                                         Check the preview to see if the fonts are correctly converted. Tip: Here you will find an explanation of how to include the fonts in Microsoft Word for:
	Windows
	Mac




            

                                
	
                                    	Send your document to order@printenbind.nl (max. 25mb)


                                


                                
                                    	Send your document via WeTransfer (link) and insert the link (you will receive an email from WeTransfer) 
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                     You have selected multiple files. Drag the files in the desired order to determine the order of printing.

                

            

            
             
                The preview is only shown when files are directly uploaded.
            

            Ready


            Uploading continues if you close this window

        

    



            

        
        


                                        

                

            

        

        

                            
                
    Contact


    	
            

    





                


                
    Extra info

    	
                Order a paper sample book 

                
                    
                        You can order a paper sample book through our website, we will sent it the same day.
                    

                

            
	
                Can I order multiple documents? 

                
                    
                        yes, order documents that each have a different configuration by adding different items to your cart. For every document you configurate a new item. When you order multiple documents in one configuration form, they are merged and printed as a whole.
                    

                

            
	
                Cheaper than other copyshops? 

                
                    
                        thanks to our online system we are able to work efficiently, orders are collected and processed as a bulk.
                    

                

            
	
                Coming by with a USB stick 

                
                    
                        it is only possible to place your assignment online. We can help you place the order, please contact us customer service for an appointment
                    

                

            
	
                Repeat order 

                
                    
                        We made it very easy to place an old order again (only if it has been ordered with your account). To do this, log in and go to order summary.
                    

                

            
	
                Confidentiality 

                
                    
                        of course we treat the information confidentially, it will not be provided to third parties.
                    

                

            
	
                Tips for submitting your document 

                
                    
                        Check this page for more tips about designing your document
                    

                

            
	
                Print&Bind logo on my document? 

                
                    
                        No, of course we will not place a Print&Bind logo on your document.
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        Via email

            
    
    https://www.printenbind.nl/en/bestel/article
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                                Facebook
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                Zo simpel
 kan het zijn


                
                    
                        
            Wij zijn vandaag
    

                    
                

            

            
                Want to stay informed?

                Subscribe to our newsletter.

                
 	
		

		Sign up
 	

	
	
	

	

	Thank you for signing up.
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